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Power vs Energy
•Power = rate energy is generated (W, kW, MW,TW)

•Energy = quantity (Watt-hours)

• it is the rate at which energy is generated. 

•Average US home:

•Average rate of use 1300W

•30 day month, 936kWh



Ocean Energy Basics

• One of the largest unexplored potential 
energy sources.

• Oceans contain huge amount of kinetic 
energy 

• But

– Cost efficient energy conversion devices are 

still in the early stages.



Wave Energy

• Concentrated solar energy

– Create pressure differentials that cause wind.

– Wind blows over water to create waves



Wave Energy

• We see motion in waves, but actually only the 
energy, very little actual forward movement.

• Circular motion – forward on swells and 
backwards on the troughs

• More energy in deep water -
– as waves reach the shallower water near coasts, they 

begin to lose energy through friction with the seabed 
and eventually break on the shore.  

– Little energy lost until the depth is less than ½
wavelength. 

– Storm in New Zealand



Wave Energy Potential

• Wave energy potential = 
energy flux

• average power per meter 
of crest length of a wave, 

and the [W/m]. 

• Or the average energy 
per second passing under 

one meter of wave crest, 
from the surface to the 

seabed



Wave Energy Potential

World wave energy resource. 

The numbers represent average energy 

flux [kW/m].



Tidal Power



Tidal Power

• Two ideas, tidal stream and dams.

• Tidal streams are fast-moving currents created 
as water flows between areas of differing tidal 
height.

• They are at their strongest in areas where 
passage is funneled, such as occurs around 
headlands and between islands.

• Example- UK
– Many sites with strong tidal streams

– Some of the highest tidal ranges in the world.



Tidal Power

• Calculated as watts per unit of area as a function 

of the density of the water and the cube of the 

speed of the water.



Potential

EPRI study of potential wave and tidal energy at selected sites

Total Potential is 2100TWh/year



Ocean Energy Potential

• Estimated potential 400TWh/yr 

• 10% of 2004 US energy demand

• Assumptions
– 15% efficiency to mechanical energy

– 90% efficiency for power train and availability

• Tidal Stream Energy
– 140TWh/yr – (3.5% of demand)

• Wave Energy
– 260 TWh/yr - (6.5% of demand)

– Equal to conventional hydropower 



Predictability

• Tide and Wave power are intermittent 
energy sources but predictable
– Tides have been accurately predicted for 

hundreds of years

– Satellites can measure waves out in the 
ocean one to two days in advance of their 
impact on coastal locations. 

• Predications allow utilities to manage 
these renewable energy sources more 
effectively than others. 



Technologies

• Enormous potential = Research

• DOE Report lists over 100 different 
technologies

• Many in conceptual stage, few have field 
testing, even fewer as prototype or full 
scale device.



Wave Power Technologies

• Attenuator • Point Absorber



Wave Power Technologies

• Oscillating Wave 

Surge Converter

• Oscillating Water 

Column



Wave Power Technologies

• Overtopping Device • Submerged Pressure 

Differential



Tidal Power Technologies

• Horizontal Axis 

Turbine

• Vertical Axis Turbine



Tidal Power Technologies

• Oscillating Hydrofoil • Venturi Effect



Tidal Power Technologies

• Tidal Sail



Techologies



Research Example

• Energy from Ocean Waves: Full Scale 
Experimental Verification of a Wave 
Energy Converter

• RAFAEL WATERS

• December 12, 2008



Need

• Wave Energy around for years, but no funding

• Challenges
– Extreme Forces

– Fatigue

– Corrosion

– Working Environment

– Intermittency

– Marine Life

– Societal conflicts

– Energy Price



Design

• Buoy at surface

• Encapsulated 

Generator at seabed

• Linear generator

• Energy transferred to 

shore via cable

• Simple mechanical 

design

• Complex electrically



Generator Comparison



Electrical

• Linear Generator

• Direct generation from wave energy



Power Grid Connection



European Marine Energy Centre

• First site to allow 

testing on grid-ready 

prototype projects

• First connection of 

wave generator to 

Grid.



European Marine Energy Centre

• Services
– Independent analysis or device and its performance
– Real-time monitoring of weather and sea conditions 

– Assistance with consent & regulatory issues 

Wave and Tidal test sites
– Pelamis - Full scale testing (2004)
– AW Energy – Stand alone mechanical testing (2005)

– Aquamarine Power Ltd.– Installed pipelines for testing 
“Oyster” device (2009)

• Standards Development
– Performance, engineering, safety, environmental



Commercialization

• Research began in 1970s

• Little results, but growing

• Some projects have made commercial 
deployments

• Some problems exist, but others still 
receive funding



Commercialization Issues

• Great potential, but mostly R&D now

• Some Experts say not commercially 
feasible because not technologically 
ready.
– Finavera received first wave energy permit 

from FERC to build off the Pacific Coast

– California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) 
denied PG&E's application for a power 
purchase agreement with Finavera, citing the 
technology's immaturity 



Commercialization Issues

• Pelamis

– has had mechanical problems and brought 

several machines offline.

– Main Financier has financial problems and is 

not giving any new money.

• Aquamarine Power

– No longer working on Tidal Stream products,

– Focusing on Wavepower device “Oyster”



Oyster

• Oscillator fixed to the nearshore sea bed. 

• Waves pump high pressure water through a 
sub-sea pipeline to the shore. 

• Onshore conventional hydro-electric generators 
convert high-pressure water into electrical 
power.

• Designed with a peak power of 300-600kW per 
Oyster, a commercial farm of just ten devices 
could provide clean renewable energy to a town 
of 3,000 homes.



Oyster



Oyster



Environmental Concerns

• DOE recently published a draft of a 
Congressional Report required by EISA 
Section 633(b)

• States most technologies are in 
conceptual stage 

• Few studies of environmental effects

• Most have been predictive and not yet 
verified



DOE Report

• Common elements for environmental risks
– Alteration of currents and waves

– Alteration of sedimentation processes

– Alteration of habitats

– Noise

– Toxicity

– EMF

– Interference with migrations

– Strikes of animals



Potential Impact Summary



Potential Impact Summary



Harm or Environmental Benefit?

• Equipment gets biofouled
with organisms

• Could harm the 
equipment

• Wave energy converters 
may provide habitats for 

organisms

• Artificial reef may create 

a more diverse 

environment for many 
more species than 

resided there before

• Installation off limits to 

fishing, may create a 
spawning ground for fish



Nature Refuge?



Government Regulation

• Complicated and confusing

• Example – overlapping Agency 
responsibilities

• March 17,2009 – FERC and Department 
of Interior Minerals Management Service 
(MMS) signed agreement over wave/tidal 
energy

• More detailed procedures in next few 
months 



FERC v MMS

• MMS has permitting authority for 
renewable projects on the outer 
continental shelf

• FERC contends wants to regulate only 
hydrokinetic power permitting

– No interest in wind



Future

• Hybrid power

– Wave power is intermittent that varies over 

the course of each day.

– May be combined with other intermittent 

sources, such as PV and/or wind to mitigate 

the effects

– Studies confirm the potiential



The Mighty Whale

• The Mighty Whale was a 1998-2002 
researches in Japan conducted tests.

• Oscillating water column and photovoltaic


